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Fergal Nial
Fergal Nial

Species: Elysian Plebian
Gender: Male

Age: 22
Family (or Creators): Ferinal Nial (Father, Deceased) Angelinal Nial (Mother)

Zodiac Sign: Capricorn
Height: 6'2
Weight: 115 Lbs.

Organization: Elysian Celestial Navy
Rank: Semeai

Occupation: Mechanic
Current Placement: ECS Civetta di Cielo

Fergal Nial in Roleplay

Fergal Nial is a Player Character played by Lorcan Lycan and is currently involved in the ECS Civetta di
Cielo plot.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6'2 Mass: 115 Lbs. Measurements: N/A Bra Size: N/A

Build and Skin Colour: He's got a slender frame with little more than enough muscle to lift a few
moderately heavy things. His skin is a soft cream color, nearing white.

Facial Features and Eye Colour: He has a small face with gently rounded, yet still angular features, a
short, thick nose and a rather small forehead and wide jaw. His eyes are an entrancing golden yellow.

Hair Colour and Style: To add to his odd looks he generally sports short, naturally spiky and messy
bleach Blond hair.

Distinguishing Features: Small, Blue Iridescent, White Wings.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Fergal is normaly a very placid person, generally taking his time to take in what everyone's
doing and saying before doing and saying anything himself. He'd been known on occasion to have a
lapse in his thought processes and jump to conclusions or do something highly out of the ordinary that
someone wouldn't normaly hear or see him do otherwise. He loves to work with others and tries his best
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to keep all he comes in contact with happy. Fergal's feircely loyal to his friends, family and companions.
He's as polite as he can be, except on occasion when he looses his temper, and generally descisive. He's
generally shy around females but isn't affraid to speak up if he has to or wants to say something. Fergal
loves to work with his hands, generally tinkering with something or another regardless of where he is. He
loves his mechanical parts to ends of the earth and can offten be found asleep in the engine room,
perfering the purring of well working parts to the snores of the crew. He loves to subtly flaunt his wings
whenever possible.

Likes: Mechanics, Engineering, Cooking, working with his hands, small spaces, quiet company, novels,
exploring Dislikes: 'frozen' vegetables and fruits, other people's cooking, mechanical faulires, cold
temperatures, people poking fun at his wings, Psomi(Hates) Goals: To find a respectable standing as a
Mechanic

History

Pre-RP

~Summary~ He was born on-world and raised to the age of six by his parents. Upon his seventh birthday
he was taken by his parents on a cruiser while they worked on mechanics and technology of the ship. He
got informal education on behalf of his father, helping him out in tight spaces with some of the
mechanics. When he got older he served as a galley assistant and then when he was old enough went to
the academy and joined the ship as soon as he graduated.

~Home on the… Range?~ Born to his parents Ferinal and Angelinal, Fergal was raised on world. His
father was a Mechanic and his mother an Engineer, both very capable and good at what they did. Fergal
was given a sort of a rough education, one to the extent he could at least read and write bits and pieces
of things without too much difficulty. Not one for neglecting their only child, the two did their best to raise
Fergal to be a polite, descisive person.

~Space Faring Fergal~ Shortly after his seventh birthday Fergal and his parents boarded a shuttle that
took them to a patrician cruiser. On this cruiser flight, and others after it, fergal recieved an informal
education on the mechanics and workings of a ship. Offten used for getting into places to fix things his
parents couldn't easily access he found out he had a knack with his hands and found a joy in doing things
that required physical work and plenty of mind-bogggling concentration and memory. He continued this
informal, but educational sort of work until he was of legal age to be hired.

~Galley vs. Engine Room~ At seventeen he was hired to work in the galley, starting with scrubbing and
washing and cleaning up after the crew. He worked hard at what he did and within a few months was
allowed to help with some of the smaller cooking jobs and from there got more roughly informal
education on cooking, spices, foods, what went well with what and the like. Around age twenty he finally
decided he'd had enough of cooking and cleaning and confronted his parents about joining the military.
He missed his mechanics and all the tinkering he could do with his hands. So it was decided after only a
few days, he would go to the Academy and join the Elysian Navy, hopefully to become a Mechanic or
Engineer and make his parents proud.

~The Academy~ Fergal worked hard during his time spent at the academy, doing whatever was required
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of him in order to surpass all expectations thrown at him. His vast knowlege of Mechanics, Engineering
and Cooking were put to use and expanded upon both by his peers and his teachers. From the Academy
he became plenty fit and ready to take on a job wherever the military deemed fit to place him. He was
truly excited when he heard where he was to be placed, even if it was a scout ship he was bound to
prove himself upon. (ECS Civetta di Cielo)

Service Record

-assignment description-

-mission name-

-mission description-

Skills

Maintenance and Repair - Mechanics

Taught first informally by his parents and later by the academy he excells in everything bound to
mechanics. He can fix, patch up and replace parts to any machenery in his care. He has enough
knowlege of ships and their general parts and locations to go outside of his current training and apply a
quick, tentative fix for most problems that might arise in a dire situation.

Culinary - General

For all of his experience on ships and cruisers working the galley he's got a good knowlege of how to
bake, cook, prepare and present rather good meals from whatever's at hand. He's nothing compared to a
professional, but he can do in a pinch and make a pretty good impression. Given time to flower he could
do better.

Survival and Military

Fergal underwent basic training with the ECA and learned the necessities of survival in hostile
environments. He can forage, hunt, find water, construct shelters, navigate effectively over land and in
general support himself in Elysia-like conditions. He is also proficient in Elysian signaling techniques and
in camouflage.
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Communications

Fergal is fluent in verbal and written Seraphim, Nepleslian, and Yamataian. He can effectively operate
and communicate with radio equipment common to the Elysian military. He is telepathic and trained in
its use, capable of communicating within 1 kilometres.

Mathematics

Fergal has a sufficient background in mathematics to account for his Mechanical/Engineering capability.
He is capable of everything from basic arithmetic to advanced calculus and is fairly familiar with quantum
mechanics and dimensional theories. (His player is not.)

Fighting

Fergal has undergone basic training with the Elysian Celestial Army, and is proficient in the use of xiphos,
aspis, phaelaes, pistols, rifles, flamethrowers, and other infantry weapons used by Elysia. He is also
skilled in unarmed combat due to the Elysian love of Pankriaton, and he is trained in Zero-Gravity
fighting. When he transferred to the ECN, Fergal underwent training in the flying and operation of the
Hikael power armor, though not being a Patrician he was incapable of learning others.

Physical

Fergal is in excellent physical condition. Not being malnourished, he is very strong, the Elysian heritage
shining through. The intensive training of the ECA only helped with this - Fergal can run and swim for
long distances, sprint while carrying a full complement of military equipment, and in general do very
physically demanding things without killing himself.

Inventory

Clothing

ECN Uniforms…
Soh'k'tos in ECN colors
Iyko (one red, one white)
I'yaloh (white, banded with red)

Accessories

Peltast Xiphos
Sersis Variable Pistol
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Aspis Infantry Shield

Personal Hygiene

Soap

Electronics

Electronic Money Card
Deluxe Datapad

Miscellaneous

Finances

Fergal Nial is currently a Semeai in the Elysian Celestial Navy.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
2600 KS -400 Datapad
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